
 

Radar satellite data reveals 19,000 previously
unknown undersea volcanoes

April 21 2023, by Bob Yirka

  
 

  

Two seamounts from the Kim-Wessel catalog before and after being centered
(20 Eotvos contours). Light blue colored points indicate the original location of
the seamounts. Red points are the new centers chosen based on the maximum
VGG value. Credit: Earth and Space Science (2023). DOI:
10.1029/2022EA002331

A team of oceanographers at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
working with a colleague from Chungnam National University and
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another from the University of Hawaii, has mapped 19,000 previously
unknown undersea volcanoes in the world's oceans using radar satellite
data. In their paper published in the journal Earth and Space Science, the
group describes how they used radar satellite data to measure seawater
mounding to find and map undersea volcanoes and explains why it is
important that it be done.

The ocean floor, like dry land masses, features a wide variety of terrain.
And as with dry land, features that truly stand out are mountains—in the
ocean they are called seamounts. And as on land, they can be created by 
tectonic plates pushing against one another, or by volcanos erupting.
Currently, just one-fourth of the sea floor has been mapped, which
means that no one knows how many seamounts exist, or where they
might be. This can be a problem for submarines—twice U.S. submarines
have collided with seamounts, putting such vehicles and their crew at
risk. But not knowing where the seamounts are located presents another
problem. It prevents oceanographers from creating models depicting the
flow of oceanwater around the world.

In this new effort, the research team set themselves the task of
discovering and mapping as many seamounts as possible, and to do it,
they used data from radar satellites. Such satellites cannot actually see
the seamounts, of course, instead they measure the altitude of the sea
surface, which changes due to changes in gravitational pull related to
seafloor topography; an effect known as sea mounding. In so doing, they
found 19,000 previously unknown seamounts.

In their paper, the team notes that other important reasons for mapping
the ocean floor include things like assisting with sea-floor mining
efforts—seamounts harbor vast amounts of rare-earth minerals. More
complete seamount maps would also help geologists better map the
planet's tectonic plates and geomagnetic field. Also, some seamounts
provide a habitant for a vast array of marine life.
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But most importantly, they have a very strong impact on deep-sea ocean
flow. As currents run into seamounts, they are pushed upward, carrying
colder water with them, and mix in unknown ways. Mapping such
currents has become more important as the oceans absorb more heat and 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and freshwater melt, due to ongoing
climate change.

  More information: Julie Gevorgian et al, Global Distribution and
Morphology of Small Seamounts, Earth and Space Science (2023). DOI:
10.1029/2022EA002331
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